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Anatomy of a Window Part II:
Double or Triple Pane Windows?
When you are doing your renovations, one of the big decisions you will have to make is
choosing your new windows. You’ll have to think about size, style, frame… You’ll have fun
finding the right windows to fit your home. There is another choice you will have to make though
– 2 pane windows or 3 pane windows?
What’s the difference? Which one is better? How much of a difference will I notice in
quality? There is a lot to consider for something you can barely see, but we are here to answer
your questions and help you make the right decision.

What’s the difference?
In Canada, because of our harsh weather, it is mandatory to have at least a double pane
window. This means your window has two pieces of glass, separated by a spacer and possibly
an insulating gas. If you haven’t already, check out our other window blog post: The Anatomy of
a Window Part I to learn more about the individual parts of a window, and some of your window
options. A triple pane window, as you may have already guessed, has an additional piece of
glass and an additional space. The result, a three pane window will be more efficient and more
durable. In the winter it keeps the warm air in and the cold air out, and vice versa in the
summer. Furthermore, a triple pane window can have an additional Low-E coating, a layer onto
the glass that increases the efficiency of your window.
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But do they really perform that much better?
If your home is in a warm (not hot) stable climate, then no. We’re in Canada though, and
we put a lot of faith in our homes to protect us from our crazy weather. Statistically, with triple
instead of double paned windows, a person saves about 2-3% on their heating bill annually.
When you consider that a quality window can last for 25 years, that amounts a to a decent sum.
A common term we use when talking about the effectiveness of a window is R-value: the
windows ability to insulate against heat transfer. The higher the R-value, the better your window
is at keeping the house cool in the summer and warm in the winter. A simple double pane
window with clear glass has an R-value of 2. Add argon gas and low-e coating and you double
the R-value to 4. A triple pane window though, with low-e coatings and argon gas can have an
R-value as high as 8.
Another important factor to consider is that triple pane windows reduce condensation
drastically. Condensation occurs when warm air meets a cold surface and the result is water
vapor or even ice. Over time this moisture first claims your paint below the glass surface and
ultimately the finish trim and possibly your wall structure. If you’ve been in Alberta long, you
know it can go from hot to cold faster than you can say “what’s going on with the weather?” With
the extra pane of glass, the interior window doesn’t get so cold, and condensation doesn’t form
nearly as easily as with a double pane window.
Lastly, triple pane windows reduce the noise from outside. If you live in the city,
especially on a busy street, triple pane windows are a great additional line of defense against
sound, adding to the overall comfort of your home
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Should I invest in triple pane?
In a place like Alberta, we need our windows to be a little hardier. They need to do more
than look pretty. Triple pane windows can give you a more comfortable home, reduce your
energy bill, and add to the overall value of your house. We think you should go for it!
If you haven’t already, make sure you check out our other window blog: The Anatomy of
a Window.
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